Your New Look
in 3 easy steps!
★ 1. Select your method
★ 2. Select your hair quality
★ 3. Book your appointment
The hair used for our methods are of unquestionable quality
and display certain essential properties in order to pass inspection
to ensure a long lasting and top quality hairstyle.
Each bundle of hair is carefully selected with your pleasure in mind.

The Flat Method
a.k.a. “Boyfriend Proof”

★ Custom tape in extensions
★ Mimics the membrane of your scalp
★ 100% Virgin Hair from Russia, Spain & U.K.
★ Safe, long lasting & reusable
★ Applied with “Cold Fusion Technology”
★ Maintenance every 2 to 4 months
★ Reusable for years

Hair Quality Options
3 Types

★T
 YPE 1:
STANDARD GRADE
100% VIRGIN REMY HAIR
- Standard Remy 100% Human Hair
- Highest possible quality in its class
- Long Lasting and Reliable up to 1 year
- Available in all textures, colors & lengths
$500/ounce (includes application)

★ Sold by the ounce*

Strand-by-Strand
a.k.a. “Fusion Strand-by-Strand”
★ Fine micro strands
★ Custom made with extra density
★ 100% Virgin Hair from Russia, Spain & U.K.
★ Safe, long lasting & reusable

★ TYPE 2:
PREMIUM GRADE A+
100% VIRGIN AUTENTIC HAIR
- The ultimate upgrade collected one ponytail at a time
- Select from our Trusted Donors worldwide
- Flawless silky smooth, shiny and bouncy
- Long Lasting with No Lifespan
- Wash and Go with no styling required
- Available with Color MatchTechnology
- Uncompromised Quality
$1,000/ounce

★ TYPE 3:
EXCLUSIVE “LIVE” CHILD/BABY HAIR
- The most exclusive and rarest hair in the world
- Reserved only for the most discerning clients
- One-of-a-Kind rare ponytails growing LIVE
- Donor hair is cut specifically for you
- The Ultimate Upgrade gives the ultimate pleasure
- Exact MatchTechnology means no coloring is necessary
- Worldwide donors offer beautiful blonde, red & brunette hair
- Certificate of Origin guarantees authenticity
- Superior Quality & Integrity
- Absolutely No Lifespan

★ Applied with organic Keratin
★ No maintenance required
★ Last up to 6 month
★ Sold by the ounce*

Holistic Methods

a.k.a. “Micro Locs” & “Micro Knots”
★ Custom strand applied heat free
★ 100% Virgin Hair from Russia, Spain & U.K.
★ Safe, long lasting & reusable
★ Applied with “Cold Fusion Technology”
★ Maintenance every 2 to 4 months
★ Reusable for years
★ Sold by the ounce*

Market price

Do-It-Yourself
HOW MANY OUNCES DO I NEED?
For Hightlights/Thickening: ................................. 1-4 ounces
For Slight Lenght (18 in): ...................................... 5-8 ounces

a.k.a. “Clips” & “Press On”

★ Custom made with extra density
★ 100% Virgin Hair from Russia, Spain & U.K.

For Long Length (20 in): ......................................... 6-9 ounces

★ Safe, long lasting & reusable

For Long Length (24 in): ...................................... 8-12 ounces

★ Applied with “Clips and Press On”
★ No maintenance required
★ Reusable & lasts for years

All of the above hair extensions options include the hair, installation, wash,
blow dry, flat iron (if needed), sculpt haircut, final styling & valet parking.

★ Clips, Ponytails, Bangs & Top Closures
★ Sold by the ounce*

